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Abstract— In the present scenario, the protection of the 

machinery plays a vital role in the industry. There are so many 

hazards such as fire, smoke, temperature rise, bomb etc. such 

hazards effect may cause to destroy the machine or entire 

industry. Since we need the protect machinery by avoiding 

such hazards effect. This project brings a new concept for 

industrial protection scheme. It contains a robotic mobile 

vehicle which consists of various protective sensors. These 

sensors sense respective hazards and data can be sent to the 

control room. The complete parameter can be monitor by the 

control room.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Safety is a crucial consideration in design of residential and 

commercial buildings in order to safeguard against loss of life 

and damage to property. Fire is a key element in safety 

considerations. There are various reasons for the issue of fire. 

Fire will not only because the threat to the human life but also 

it will cause the heavy revenue loss of the industry. Effect of 

loss due to fire is the long-term loss. Because if the industry 

catches the fire then instantly industry will burn but it require 

too much effort to control on the fire, further reinstallation 

take much time. Hence there is need to protect the industry 

from fire hazard there are many reason which causes the fire 

hazard to industry. If we want to have protection then we need 

to monitor the internal as well as external environment of the 

industry.  From literature survey it is found that there is sensor 

network and short circuit surveillance camera. But it is 

inconvenient to cover each and every corner of the industry. 

If we are going to mount the large number of sensor then it 

require very huge sensor network. This is costly and will 

make system more complex. Hence in this proposed model 

we have introduced an advanced approach for industrial 

protection using a mobile robot. In this proposed model we 

will make a robot which has number of sensor mounted on 

the mobile robot. This robot will have an ability to move 

freely on the intended part of the risky zone. For this we will 

follow the designed concept of line follower robot. This robot 

will be even best for the site where the human being cannot 

reach due to the various issues. This robot even can work in 

nuclear radiation. This revolutionary concept will change the 

concept of static sensor network. This robot will not require 

any complex communication infrastructure. Further we are 

focusing on the wireless communication technique. In this 

proposed model we will use Zigbee communication protocol. 

For protecting a zone if one mobile robot is insufficient to 

cover then in that cases we can game fully apply the multiple 

mobile robot it will not cause any problem to the existing 

system. Hence we can say that this system is more flexible 

than the existing static sensor network. Fault in the robot can 

be easily identified and can be repaired quickly while it is 

difficult to identify the fault in the static sensor network. 

More of the sensor is the embedded in the machine, hence if 

fault occur in the sensor then production will get affected but 

it is not the case if we use the mobile sensor robot. For 

building this revolutionary concept we will build a prototype 

of that robot using the one of the sophisticated 

microcontroller called Arduino Uno R3. This is an onboard 

computer providing a flexibility for the developing the 

prototype of the project. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In any industry protection is very important part for human 

safety as well as the protection of costly infrastructure of 

industry and costly communication infrastructure, moreover 

if any gas is leaked in industry it will take few second to reach 

up to the sensor as the sensor network in industry is statics 

hence till the information to reach up to the control unit there 

is chance of heavy loss. This loss is only the result of static 

wireless network. Further more if we want to built a  more 

accurate and fast responding static sensor network, then we 

need to install the more number of sensors with high 

quality(obliviously cost will be tremendously high). Other 

problem related to multi sensor network is that we need to 

build a very strong central control room to access all the 

sensor of industry. Hence according to our point of view it is 

not the right and feasible solution to have industrial 

protection. 

Hence we have purposed a modern approach for the 

protection of industry using a mobile robot. This robot will 

have all the embedded sensor like temperature and humidity 

sensor, temperature sensor , gas sensor,  further more this 

robot will follow the indented path and will continuously 

remain on that indented path, this path will be chosen were 

the machinery is place and where the chance of gas leakage 

and fire hazard are more. The main and the vital part of any 

protection system is the communication network. Here we 

will use the wireless communication technology, we have 

many option of wireless communication technology like the 

IoT, WiFi, Bluetooth, IR and zigbee. Out of all mention 

technology we have selected the zigbee technology for the 

communication. Detail part of proposed project will be 

explained in subsequent discussion. 

 
Fig. 1: System block diagram 
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III. COMPONENTS USED 

A. Arduino UNO R3 

Arduino UNO is microcontroller based development board 

containing all parameter for plug and use. It contains 14 

digital I/O pins and out of this 6 are PWM pins which can be 

used for the various application like speed control of dc motor 

etc, it also contains 6 analog pin, it also has in circuit 

programming devices which greatly help while testing 

programming before developing the actual project. 

B. GAS SENSOR (MQ4) 

This is one of the readily available devices on the market. Its 

output is analog hence while connecting to Arduino it is 

needed to be connected with the analog, if the analog pin is 

not available that It used by some other devices then we can 

connect to available digital pin but that pin made analog by 

programming. Whenever gas comes in contact with the 

sensor the sensor heat the gas and then it resistance changes. 

As resistance change hence voltage change and that voltage 

are proportional to the concentration of gas present, hence 

knowing that which concentration level is hazardous, then 

this sensor can be programmed respectively 

C. Flame Detector 

Basically flame is visual phenomenon created when fire does 

occur. Hence when it is analyses it found that the flame 

contain different frequency spectrum. With available devices 

it is found that there is also production of infrared rays by fire, 

it is found that spectrum of IR band is around the 4.4micron. 

hence by taking those sensor which senses such band then it 

will be beneficial for use otherwise normal IR sensor get 

confused because sun I also massive source of IR light hence 

our motive is to design such if sensor which should be active 

around 4.4 micron region. This can be done by varying knob 

of the potentiometer. 

D. Temperature and Humidity Sensor(DHT11): 

DHT11 is a temperature and humidity sensor. It has an inbuilt 

sensor, also contain OTP memory which directly gives the 

calibrated digital output data. 

E. IR Sensor 

An infrared sensor has an infrared transmitter and infrared 

receiver (photodiode). Infrared rays are cannot be seen by 

human eyes. Basic principle is that whenever any type of light 

fall on the black surface then there will not be any reflection 

take place and IR receiver will not get any reflected light, 

hence the output of the photodiode will be zero. But if there 

is another color than black then there will be some reflection 

takes place, as a result, the output will have some value 

treated as high voltage. By using this phenomenon we can 

able to track the black line by using suitable control 

algorithm. 

 
Fig. 2: IR Sensor Working Principle 

F. Ultrasonic Sensor 

 
Fig. 3: Ultrasonic Sensor 

This sensor behaves as virtual eyes for this mobile 

application robot. It emits the ultrasonic wave of frequency 

40khz. Where the receiver is in search of echo. It has 4 pins 

as trigger, echo, Vcc, and ground. When trigger pin kept high 

for few microseconds, transmitter start emitting the ultrasonic 

sound of frequency 40khz. The receiver will always remain 

in search of echo of the same frequency once trigger pin goes 

low from high. After giving a high pulse to trigger pin we will 

start counting time till receiver receives the echo. As the 

transmitted sound cover, the double the distance of the 

obstacle from it reflected hence while calculating the distance 

of obstacle we need to take the half of time measured by 

Arduino board. 

G. MQ-2 Smoke Sensor 

This is one of the readily available devices on the market. Its 

output is analog hence while connecting to Arduino it is 

needed to be connected with the analog, if the analog pin is 

not available that It used by some other devices then we can 

connect to available digital pin but that pin made analog by 

programming. Whenever smoke comes in contact with the 

sensor the sensor heat it and then it resistance changes. As 

resistance change hence voltage change and that voltage are 

proportional to the concentration of smoke present, hence 

knowing that which concentration level is hazardous, then 

this sensor can be programmed respectively 
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H. Gear Motor 

Here we have uses the two dc gear motor to make the mobile 

robot. 

I. Zigbee 

Zigbee is an IEEE 802.15.4-based protocol. This is one of the 

radio frequency data transmitting protocol. It transmits data 

in such a band it does not require permission to transmit the 

data wirelessly. One module is configured as the transmitter 

and one is configured as the receiver. The transmitter module 

interfaces with sensor node while receiving module is 

interfaced with a computer terminal. 

J. Working 

The mobile robot will continue to move on the track and will 

continuously read the all sensors and Arduino board will 

compare this value with the predefined standard value set 

during programming. If the sensor value crosses the 

predefined value it means something has happened and 

accordingly the message will send via Zigbee module to the 

control room. 

K. Advantage 

 By using this robot continuous monitoring of each corner 

is possible. 

 This can provide even better surveillance in the 

hazardous environment. 

 It reduces the cost of making sensor network from each 

equipment to the central room. 

 It reduces the cost of making highly costly 

communication network as it uses Zigbee 

communication. 

 The response of system too quickly. 

 It has low cost and high reliability and high flexibility. 

L. Application 

 It can be used in the petrochemical industry 

 It can be used in nuclear power plant 

 It can be used in the military. 

 With little modification, it can be converted into drone 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Hence we can conclude that this wireless multi-sensor line 

follower industrial protection robot can successfully 

eliminate the huge wired sensor network and will make the 

system more simple and sufficiently with high accuracy 
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